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Two Planes Crash

attattaity

bound for Mesh...), crushed mid
a Mexican jet airliner
burned after takeoff from Idlewild airport in New York last night.
killing an estimated seven persona. According to early reports,
99 miraculously survived the e.raish and some were onl) slight I’.
injured. The plane, taking oft in a blizzard, faltered u fe%s S1.1.1)11d,
the airport.
alter takeoff and crushed Into as marsh three sidles t
An Air Force B-52 bomber, on a routine flight I
El Paso,
Tex., exploded In the air over northeastern Utah last night. MO
i.rew memlwrs were believed dead. The pilot and to-pilot reportedly
parachuted to safety. in a brief statement, an Air Force spokesman
said there were no nuclear weapons aboard the plane. No reason
was given for the explosion.
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Ten Campus Locations Showing
Inauguration on Television Today

Special Report:

Budget Increase May
’Equalize’ Education

There are more at itations to cial sciences, TV sets have been In the nation’s capital where thouPresident
Kennedy’s inaugural made available in 5142 from 7:30 sands of persons have made their
ceremonies today than there are to 11.20 am,and in M125 from way to sing, dance and toast Kentickets available, it has been re -1 7:30 until 10:20 a.m. A set in the nedy into the White House. Visported, But the SJS student and Studio Theater, SD103, will be istuis have swarmed into the
faculty’s passport to view the I turned on from 8 a.m, until noon. sidewalks and restaurants to await
,
By JAY THORWALDSON
gala affair can be found in any Sets In each dorm will be avail- I the inauguration. Motels and horequested
million
increase
districts
$51
in
California
with
so
A
of several locations on campus able during the same hours. I tels have been sold out for sevin California school aid apparently little property on their tax rolls
where television Sets have been
has experts and state legislators that, at $1 per $100 assessed vain Another location will be in A2161 eral weeks.
placed.
BROWN IN D.C.
punted over where eit may be ation, they can raise less than $10
At a suggestion by Dr. Leo P. where viewers can watch the cereGov. Edmund G. Brown of Caliper pupil per year." Others. leas coming from,
Eililiv. chairman, area ot the :in- monies from 7:30 until 9:20 a.m.
fornia was one of the many who
Legislators have said that they ever, can raise "over $1000," lie
--Festivities have already begun has found difficulty in obtaining
are increasingly looking to the said:
tickets to the ceremonies and ball.
FEDERAL AID
federal government to help pay
He appealed in Washington, D.C.,
Dr. William G. Sweeney, dean:
for the state’s school bill.
with a big California contingent
One of the problems the state division of Education, stated that
with an invitation which was not
lams. Dr. Frederic Weed, head there has been as move in the di replaced with a ticket for somedepartment of Political Science, section of federal aid "for some
time.
time."
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that
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the
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0e troin the &IS Political
SCIENTIFIC FLAYThat’s what college is supposed
or borrow" to meet increasing schools, Dean Sweeney stated.
be
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since
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now in Washington. D.C. attendThe song -and -dance show, including Marjorie Brown and David
To change the constitution, he tone
school band and the St Mary’s
"What educators want." ha.
ing the presidential inauguration
Lindstrom, above, plays again tonight at 8:30 in Morris Dailey
said, legislative consent is reChinese girls’ Drum and GlockDr. Vetches, associate professor
cruised. However, he added, the said. "is federal aid without taut’, auditorium. Tickets are $1.
enspiel corps. from San Francisco.
of political science, recently relegislature is "usually rural con- era’ control."
Unprecedented rounds of parties
Expressing similar opinions, Dr GirlsJokesDanLes
turned from South Africa and on
trolled and not always sympathetic
and receptions have been given
his arrival in Washington conwith the aims of districts and Lowell G. Keith. head department
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Cunningham, 1),
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mid Nero Humor,
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portation."
He is here. That is the im- cluding Frank Sinatra, Diana
Citing a "100 to one variation" may obtain an envelope in the ’
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John M.,clntyre. ’Keith Murray 1portant thing," Dr. English stated Lynn, Gene Barry and Ilona Masschool districts, Dr. Kent stated registrar’s office and fill out their ,
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’s
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non Phillip.. Biu ’ Term ripe
- due. ti -r mm - Ile placed the blame for cantinu- sey.
in hind raising power of California name and address. All envelopesH
Kennedy will be the first Cath1:.arise r,.itar!
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1.iIt:, I, en How Dun Scott, rite reports ate being completed ation of the issue on the people
that the $21 million raised from mted have a four cent stamp ’
sea
olic President ever in the United
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!a? t!. Ttriikiksson. \’iinne Tom - ;ittd cramming for final examine- ’who brought him to SJS.
the transfer of districts is "an placed on it. Grades will be mailed ’
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Not oi,lv did the
I -Now he should do a little on States and will be the youngest
extension of the principal of a at 5 p.m., Feb. 10.
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Nothing indicated the advent his own," Dr. English said. adding. to take the oath of office since
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state equalizing mechanism" alJanet
and Pinkiss were
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of semester’s end more than the "He should get out and hustle like Theodore Roosevelt.
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According to figures she re- but that "funds tor such students scant 200.000 votes.
every school must have adequate script.
it- izeneially Clot ’ii V, :I, kept writ within the
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Dr. Frederic Weed, head of the
Transcripts requested at the sui.eiha sint:ane, Ne%o: theta,. nu, lif111C11:" :illility of the cast, and leased yesterday. daily records for need not be."
funds.
political science dept.. said he was
lbook check-outs during the first
Pointing out that the only tax "official transcript" window be- mon an the
Quin tot was never giotesque.
"glad that the Catholic jinx has
week in January %%sere shattered
schools can levy is the property fore Jan. 31 will be mailed by
1:1 lis gait -1 %,
been broken." He said Kennedy
eanoi narti
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Miss Carpiaa’s modern in- with one lone exceptionThurs- Sororities Announce
tax, Dr. Kent stated, "There are Feb. 20, he said.
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ter met Litton in Spanish costume day.
had to ref ti:0. a second.
Open Bidding Dates has
several intellectuals, scholars and
9822 CHECKED OUT
%shill seemed to he a slightly
’Offers Rare Opportunity
She said 9822 books were
It remained for Bill Purkiss,: ina..autialaits air, though this is a
Open bidding for SJS sororities celebrities to his inauguration, unKeit Hunter and e a1 in 1-Sivvell to pet ts neater of personal taste. checked out by students and fac- for the spring semester will run like several of his predecessors."
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decent "Fail
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I
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Dr. Kazumitsu Kato came to the "Through his classicist
"n’t)re" using the Library more.
"V’’’. all "Al.
United States to serve as a priest Dr. Kato has profound knowledee ;Old -all II..jyy I ):1, it OW
in a Zen temple in San Francisco. of traditional JapaneseChinese j we. In11 ill
hill’
"It was plain to see that va-eel.
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He had so few duties that he en- civilization.
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pass the time. He earned his Ph.D.
time to make college "scientific next to the present Libraiy fa- I A poll of 30 SJS instructors leave in any acad. s year. Consince
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never
either.
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I
and turned to teaching.
cilities is checluled for occupancy taken by the Spartan Daily shows
sequently, under the law, it would
I are Inapt tell by the hay, in uni- play."
Although still affiliated with the
next fall semester.
22 favor repeal of the present take between 20 and 30 years beBriiwn,
black
Alargie
in
j form.
The show ends its SJS run toBuddhist temple, Dr. Kato will be’
RECORDS BROKEN
I state law limiting sabbatical
leaves fore every eligible instructor is
Itights singing "Hey Darkly :". was night with an 8:30 performance
teaching Humanities and philoso,Miss Kohn said the use of the
Ian the advance publicity pictured in Mo-rn Dailey Auditorium. Dr. bookstacks and "pink shelves" by to 5 per cent of all eligible faculty granted a sabbatical leave.
phy courses next semester at SJS.
Dr. Tensey hard previously pointi her to be; bat the appreciative Lease and the cast have high students also broke all existing members at any state college anRAKE OPPORTUNITY
ed out that at LIC a sabbatical is
:audience saw all too little of her hopes of performing overseas, records for the same week in pre- nually.
Two instructors were against granted "with regularity" at the
"Here is a rare opportunity for
and heard her sultry voice too in- granting the Army’s acceptance.
vious years. Final figures for the repeal, three classified themselves rate of one semester after three
students to benefit," said Dr. Baran
frequently. Pat Carpi, in
not
have
been
week
3-8
January
as undecided and three had no years of teaching or two semesra Martin, assistant professor of
squally pleasing Spanish c ’,strum.
tabulated hint she said 49.546 comment.
ters after six years. He said that
history, speaking of one course in
stood out. perhaps. a little in- Picture -Choice Cards hooks and bound magazines have
Dr. Harold M. Hodges, associate in the state college system "sabparticular Humanities 10313.
congruously by breaking in on a
pink
the
on
placed
and
been used
professor of sociology. is one who batical payment is 50 per cent of
For La Torre Due
This spring semester course
,1101brati scene of beer-drinkers.
shelves from the opening of school emphativally supports the change the regular salary, whereas in
deals with the art, literature, hisSeniors
and
greeks
should
rethrough November’.
to sabbatical parity with the Uni- the university system . . . paytory and philosophy of Japan and
’ The cast in general deserves the
Last year 39.577 items were used versity of California recently ad- ment is two-thirds of the regular
China. It is a three-unit general
credit, however, for their dancing turn picture-choice postcards to
the
vocated by Dr. William F. Stan- salary."
education course, open to any stuand mask’ carried the revue. and the La Torre office, J6, imme- and put on the shelves during
ton, associate professor of ecodent of sophomore status or higher
According to Dr. Hodges, "The
many had chances for individual diately, according to La Torre same period.
A breakdown for. the week. with nomics, and Dr. Richard G. Tan- current disparity between our sabThere are no prerequisites and
performance. Their names deserve greek editor Gretchen Gruhe.
the class has unlimited rapacity.
Those who have just had their this year’s figures compared to sey, professor of art and president batical systems is a telling barominclusion on their awn merits hecatise of their generally good per- pictures taken must get their last year’s. according to Miss of the American Federation of eter of . the disparity in our reBROAD INTRODUCTION
DR. KAZUMITSU KATO
postcards in as soon as they re- Kohn’s figures: Tuesday, 2030--- Teachers.
. . . eastern expert formances.
"The course offers a broad Inspective academic statuses. The
ceive them. Students who have 1538: Wednesday, 1937 1329;
ONE OrT OF 20
troduction into the background of
inchaled In the chorus and not sent in postcards by Feb. 1 Thursday, 1572
Under the present scuba fleet UC sabbatical system connotes
1648; Friday,
Chinese -Japanese civilization and Edgell, associate professor of Enganalyzes the changes occurring linsh, will teach the course with da ewers were. hhr,iiirie 13rown, will not have a picture in the year- 2137 18.30; Saturday, 1147 798; law one out of 20 eligible faculty that school’s greater concern for
Ione Cheese - book.
Patricia Carpi,
members at SJS is able to go on
(Continued on Page 41
Sunday, 999 330,
during the 19th and 20th cm- Dr. Kato.

Vatcher in Capital
Today Attending
Kennedy Inaugural

Musital Revue a Hit..:
College Attractive’

PRESIDENT
KENNEDY

’Drop Dixon Case.
NAACP Leader

Office Will Mail
Grade Reports

R ecord Boo k,
Week at SJS

Priest Plans C curse
In Far East Philosophy
Zen’

,

Instructors Favor Sabbatical
Law Repeal 22-2 in Daily Poll
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E-SPARTAN DAILY
’Mistress of the Inn’

Spa2tanSaily

To Tour February
Mist ii",’, of the Inn.’ ourrent
production of the SJS Speech
and Drama department, will go
on tour during semester break.
The play will be presented Feb.
10 at Stanford and Feb. 18 at
Cal Davis.
A TV adaptation of the play
also is set for Feb. 25 on KNTV’s
"Perspective" series.
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11:00 a.m. Perspective
’ST. THOMAS CHAPEL
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

THIS SUNDAY:
Kieth Kensinger
New Testament
Survey"

Worship Services
SundayI0:00

Week -end in Redwoods
7 IR & 194

NATIONAL LUTHERAN COUNCIL

CONVERT YOUR 3 -SPEED BIKE
TO A 9 -SPEED DERAILEUR
FOR ONLY $18.50 INSTALLED
Greater Ease in
Hign
OPEN FRIDAY ’TIL 9:00
Hill Climbing
Speed Touring
For

Paul ’4 C1qcle4
CY 3-9766

1435 The Alameda

Bible

Class

"The
George

Rev.

L.

Gospel"

Disturbing

6:00 p.m. Supper
6:45 "INDUSTRY AND THE CHANGING CITY"
Mr. E. L. Vincent of General Electric

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday Services

f

%LIN COMMITTEE
Chuck Butters, chairman, reports the following: the rally of
Friday, Jan. 6. was unsuccessful due to the absence of the Pep
band and lack of attendance. Cheer leaders and song girls attended
but were unable to hold the rally.
A rally is scheduled for Feb. 14. during orientation week in
the Men’s gym. Efforts are being made to obtain the services of a
band for the rally. A new head song girl will be appointed at the
next meeting.
Note: The absence of the Pep band is being investigated by the
executive secretary anti the chairman of student affairs.

ORIENTATION COMMITTEE
Stephanie Williams, chairman, reports that on Jan. 11 the
Orientation committee held a meeting 6:30 p.m. in the cafeteria.
The final plans for Spring orientation are completed.
The student leaders arrived at the meeting 7 p.m. for a training program.
The next meeting was Wednesday in the conference room of
the Administration building.

Collins

"Shorty"

on Saturday’s Perspective
s!,
over KNTV at 10 a.m. On
Suild;

I \11-/14;1"

SOCIAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
Dentin Kinnear, chairman. reports the following: during the
week, contact had been made with the fairgrounds concerning the
availability .of April 7 for the Associated Independent Students,
Social Affairs committee, and the University of Santa Clara dance.
This date was cleared and plans are in progress for a joint meeting
next semester to discuss details. Dan Bryant. SAC chairman at the
University of Santa Clara had been informed. The work will be
divided between the three organizations and the proceeds will be
donated to each one’s worthy local organization.
Contact was also made with a booking agent from Los Angeles. We are expecting a list of availebilities within the next two
weeks. However, he did state that we would be guaranteed a "drawing" attraction for the April 13 or 14 date. Decision is pending the
letter.
The fairgrounds were also contacted regarding the conditions
or conflicts involved in presenting a carnival after pushcarts. As
yet. there Is nothing definite but a dance and possibly a barbecuo
Is being considered if the carnival idea has to be eliminated

8.45 A.M.
11 00 A.M.

dA* A MATTER OF FACT- VVE DON’T EiKFVGT. PIZOFE5_501Z5h/AILF
F5ACK IN Ilre LAS FOIZ
REVT"Of TH. AFTEgNotioo.e

may be so emotionally involved
with the situation that they are
no longer capable of judging it
objectively.
Certainly the contention that
"Yankees" (anyone living north
of the Mason-Dixon line I are
"nuts" and do not care about the
Southern situation is not supported by fact.
It is precisely because they
do care and because they are
not content to sit hack and
watch the proceedings in the
South earn an unfavorable reputation for the whole country,
that they are making their opinions known.
When persons such as 51:
Kelley realize that this problee
is one of national concern, thi,
may no longer object to, in fa,
may even welcome, any ethic,.
which will bring about a swi:,
and sure solution.
Penny Bartlett
Attft 51211

’Two Sides to Story,’
Says

Student

EDITOR - Jim Kelley’s view
of the Southern integration issue only makes it clear that
there are two sides to every
story.
He states that integration
cannot be accomplished overnight. Agreed, but there have
been more than 125,000 nights
and days since the first Negroes
were brought to this country in
1619. Likewise, almost 100.000
nights have passed since the
Constitution guaranteed equal
rights to all in 1788.
It hard,’ seems plausible then,
that integrationists could be accused of "forcing" the issue. The
mistake made by Mr. Kelley and
others is in perceiving integration as merely an upsetting,
threatening crisis in their own
lifetimes. In reality, it is the
culmination of a long, dreary
effort in behalf of human rights.
The standing still and the backward sliding are only now being compensated for by forward
movement.
Mr. Kelley also says that he
understands the Southern problem since he has lived there. It
seems that he and other Southerners may not be able to see
the forest for the trees. They

SiS

Jonathan Winters, comedian,
will appear along a ith the Gateway Singers at the Civic auditorium Tuesday. 8:30 p.m.

for
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The San Jose Symphony orchestra is playing in concert
Friday. Jan 27 at 8:30 p.m. in
Civic auditorium. John Delevoryas, associate professor of
music, is appearing as soloist
in the Brahms Piano Concerto
No. 2 in B flat.
Also on the program is the
overture to "Benvenuto Cellini"
by Berlioz. prelude to opera
"Khovantschina" and "A Night
inn Bald Mountain" by Moussorgsky. and "Nuages" and
’Fetes," two tone poems by Debussy.
KPF’A-FM will rebroadcast
two 90-minute documentary proi:rams covering House committee on un-American activities
hearings at 1:30 p.m. Saturday
,ind Sunday.
Id

The Robert Shaw Chorale will
,appear at the Civic auditorium
Thursday. Feb. 9 at 5:30 0,n1.
’The Chorale will be aecompanied by its own orchestra.
Gabor Rejto, concert cellist
and member of the Alma Trio.
will present a lecture -recital on
the six suites for solo cello by
Bach Saturday, Feb. 1 from 9
11 a.m. and 2 to 4 p.m.. 1170
\layette. San .lose.
The recital, in conjunction
with a lecture on basic cello
1
Pril niii il
,INverl
by the
-

San Jose seminar group, an organization designed to bring
performers, students, teachers
and players together. Fee for
the lecture-recital is $10 which
will pay Mr. Rejto. Information
may be obtained from Mrs. John
Delevorya.s, E.Ssex 7-0610.
The San Jose Civic Light Op.
era association is holding auditions for singers and dancers for
-South Pacific" Wednesday evening, Jan. 23 in the Spartan
room of the St. Claire hotel. The
musical will be produced in

A program of Bach and first
performances of contemporary
composers will be featured in the
fourth artists’ series presentation Sunday, Jan. 29 at 3 p.m.
in Main theater, San Francisco
state college.
"Don Pasquale" will he performed by the Peninsula artists
and opera association Saturday.
Feb. 4 at 8:15 p.m. in the Palo
Alto high school auditorium.

Spartan

Comedienne Anna Russell will
appear at the San Franrise,,
opera house Friday. Jan. 27
8:30 p.m.
"A Raisin in the Stan"
ing at the Geary theater, San
Francisco, nightly except Sunday at 8:30 p.m.. matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at
2:30 p.m.

California Youth Symphony.
will play a benefit concert for
the rehabilitation planning corn it It’.’ .f Agnews State hospital
-

Designed for Women

NEW AUTO INSURANCE

* Best in the ti (’St by test . . .
...do Torre

gm.

SAVINGS ANNOUNCED
Savings up to $120 on auternoe ,
insurance is now common for
ried men under 25 years of eq.
with the California Casualty I.
dernnity Exchange.
"Married men in this age brad,.
are generally paying nudes, ..
premiums for the degree of r
involved," says George M. C.amr,
bell, Spartan Representative ’C.
the Exchange.
"We believe that a married r-oir
with family responsibilities
more careful driver, and ca.
fewer accidents," said Campir.
"Therefore, he is entitled to re.
for mature drivers."
For example: A married man al,
12 with Bodily Injury
510/20,000, Property Dame
$5,000 and Medical MOO rs.
about $157 a year with mos+ surance companies, With C.
tousle Casualty he would r..
about $80 less $16 dividend a net of $64 (based on cu....
20 per cent dividend). Thus saves about $93 with Nu E.
change. (Other coverages v comparable savings).
Campbell declared the+ even .
married men and women v
good driving records may ;.e).
over 20 per cent.
Call or write for full inform, to George M. Campbell, S.,.
Maple Ave. Sunnyvale, REiger
1741 (day & cite).
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BOOK SALE
1/3 OFF
OB NO OAKLSL
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STATE BOOK SHOP

5-1

124

E. Santa Clara
OPEN 9 A SI TO 9 PM

CY 7-4797
hann IS,,, Fr\

ci
ci
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ENTERTAINMENT!
Every Friday

Saturday

Sunday

\ BRING YOUR DATE
ENJOY THE FUN!
FRIDAY and SATURDAY 8 P.M. to 1 A.M.
SUNDAYS 4 P.M. to 10 P.M.
CRES WOOD MANOR
C.t1 ES 1 7810
Cr 4 4747

Tyl

Sak:1111,,fia

Pearl Bailey’s !Myrna I lona I
House opened at the Curl.,
San Fronciseo, 51,,nrlay
two week run.

APPROVED
APARTMENTS

UNO

EIGHTH ANNIVERSARY

Also at the Loft. "The Pirates
of Penzance" rollick on Thursday, Jan. 26 at 8:30 p.m.

New Deluxe

CY 2

%MIL:

The Improviso touring theater
company is playing Eugene Ionesco’s "The Lesson" and the
"Bald Soprano" Sunday at 7:30
p.m. in Loft theater. Emerson
at Hamilton, Palo Alto.

"The Skin of Our Teeth" by
Thornton Wilder, is being performed by the Festival theater
tonight and tomorrow and Jan.
27 and 28 at 8:30 p.m. in the
theater or the San Francisco
t heologica I seminary, San An.
selmo.

’Co
.Bot

tSR 7333
Mrs. Alston Itigtcr
Faculty Pit

Records scheduled for today’s
library concert from noon In
1 p.m. and 3 to 4 p.m. in the
library study room:
Khachaturian: Violin Concerto
,
Eight Russian Folk!

\int
WI
q!iCng
pass
at 7:3
Tile
taunt

3

1.41111144.

Library Concert

Saturday, Jan. 28 at 8:30
in University of Santa Clara
auditorium.

(111

LOV

food, especially those donating
anonymously, gave more than
material support to these people.
The recipients repeatedly es
pressed their gratitude for the
genuine human interest in their
well-being that was shown by
people whom they considered to
be more fortunate than themselves.
Anita Segador
.4511 12092

Thank Contributors
ill 1l11t
Spartan Spurs
%,islies to express its sincere
thanks to the members of the
college community who participated so enthusiastically in OW’
effort to bring Christmas cheer
to the men in the county jail
and to their families.
The individuals and groups
contributing clothing, gifts and

By Dee SINNFNIT
Fine Arts Editor

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR
DOWNTOWN HOTEL

professor of mathematics
explains
multiplication, division, and
frac,
lions, also over KNTV lit
111
a.m.
Sunday evening. Showcase
Si
Jose State, campus -produced
tad,,
show, goes out over KLOK at
930.
Pearce Davis, associate professor
of journalism, and songs from
No
zares "Cosi Fan Tutti," with
the
Opera Workshop cast, will be tea.
r:d
tu.
Mrs. Carol Smith and Peggy
Lawler will direct 20 male and
female dancers in an explanation
d
"Contemporary Dance" on the
Perspective show Satui day. They will
attempt to show contemporar,
dance as a "movement of lit,.
Dr. Feldman is scheduled I,
plain some new concepts MI
mentary teachers in demonst:.
the mathematics of multiplirx
division, and fractions MN’
ploration," Sunday morning.

Thrust and Parry

Jii. yidighti

John M. Akers
George L. Collins
Pastor
Campus Pastor
10th & San Fernando

Weekend Shows
Set on TV, Radio
Weekend radio and Tv fa,
enhar.tiesLeothneardOreFheesldmisnadna.nciensi:tan.,

Oatfr

"rertrvierel’ArWroVrfo$0$0:400104-10:01.-911460190:020909"5060.01.WIA:toli-$04050!
DEP.%ItTMENT OF’ STUDENT AFFAIRS
Cludrinan Steve Larsen

DEPARTMENT OF ORIENTATION AND LEADERSHIP
POLICY STATEMENT: Whoa to consecutive N 1... I )
reports are missed. it sill be assumed that the chairman is incapable of carrying out the responsibilities and trusts inherent
ndation to replace
in the office, and when this occurs as
the chairman tsill he made to the ASI5 president.

ROGER WILLIAMS FELLOWSHIP
A.M.

Student Government

CULTURAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
Bill Nelson. chairman, made the following report: Dr. Orem
presented his program for the Spring 1961 film classics series and
it was unanimously approved by the committee.
The Byron Janis program for Sunday, Feb. 19 was discussed.’
Nelson said that he had received ASB Pres. Pat McClenahan’s approval to charge a 50-cent admission price for the next program.
Bob Ginn and his committee are handling the publicity for both
the Janis program and the Jose Limon program on Feb. 26. The
fact that the Janis program is scheduled for the weekend before
Spring semester begins was discussed, as it was felt this might
limit student attendance. It was decided that, if it appeared that
there were not going to be he expected college turnout, the program
would be opened to the public.
A block of seats will be set aside for the Jose Limon program
for the guests who will be present at that time for the modern dance
symposium, sponsored by the physical education department.
The remainder of the meeting WRS spent suggesting and discussing prospective artists for the Fall 1961 programs.
The next meeting is set for today, 2:30 p.m.

a.m.

at
CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 S. 10th at San Carlos

6.00 P.M. Knox Club

10

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

In This Corner

MusicSongsPizza!
To Order Pizza -to qo"
CALL CL 1-3310
Simple Simon Paza is mecv with thy finest
r-ri-dients Arid IoS was 7 OF THE WORT DS F
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Grapplers Tiff Tribe Today

CV

10th

2-0462

&

TYPEWRITER
RENTALS
fin
I CPVP

For

month

FREE DELIVERY
AND PICKUP IN
SAN JOSE AREA
Late Model

UNDERWOOD, ROYAL, Etc.

’Cal to

ROBERTS
Co.

Typewriter
156

W. San Fernando

CYpress 4-1215
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Only

Stereo and Hi Fl
L. P. Albums

1/2
PRICE
Popular and Classical
Large Selection of Albums
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FOR MEN

Monday.

Bill

Inderbitzen will

be

EVENINGS

CAL
DAYS
CY7-8877

I3

ing infield. as Doug McChesney,
Tom

Rike,

Larry Tognolini, and

Larry Bashru

*
*
*
STATISTICALLY SPEAKING George Gallup. director of the
famous Gallup polls, reveals that baseball. football, and basketball ’in
that order) remain Os the top three TV spectator sports in comparing
a recently eoriducted 1960 poll to a survey taken in 1948, the year tele,.ision first started its vast sports coverage In ttp48, 39 per cent of the people interviewed favored baserloan, as compared to 17 per cent for football, and 10 per cent for
basketball. This year, baseball received 31’ per cent of the votes,
football was awarded 21 per cent, and the cage sport slipped to 9
per rent.
In a battle of the sexes, baseball is the men’s t2r, sport with 41
per cent of the males preferring the diamond antics. Women, too, prefer baseball, but only 27 per rent of the females list it as their favorite.

*

HEROES DEPT. -Of the three most surprising asncos
in our current rage season (the team’s swift adaptation to ball control
, basketball, enthusiastic student support, and the Spartan pep band)
he one most underrated for its vontribution to the hoop campaign has
,ll the spirited band.
Under the capable direction of Roger Muzzy, assistant prolessor of antoole, the band has added rotor to augment :In improved
rooting section, thus giving the Spartan basketball team an inspiration to play its best.
Its snappy renditions remind us of Cat’s famous Straw Hat Ran..
which has a reputation for being among the hest college hands in tr
Murzy’s musicians have the potential to reach that stab.
.thin a few years if their spirit continues.
Rookie coach Stu Inman has nothing hut praise for the pep barri
"The hand was significant in our win at Stockton last weekend," le
said. "In that small pavilion most of the fans were for Pacific. Hearm.
our band through all that noise was certainly encouraging.-

*
*
*
SPORTS IN SOCIETYThe other day while accidentally lookin):
:ti the society page in the Spartan Daily, we ran across an interestinlittle ditty under the "pinnings" column. The article casually printed.
"Salli Nawman, Chi Omega junior elementary education major. from
from
El Cerrito, to Bob Gaillard, junior business administration major
I’S F."
the
Just like the soci,,ty page, The fail that Gaillard was %toted
put
Most Valuable Player in last months’ WCAC tourney and that he
a soph
291 DIGITS through the nets %cline being voted all-WCAC as
last year is of no importance to a soviety page reader.
We wonder who Salli roots for when the Spartans play USF?
* .
*
*
.a sti:1; DIT -National sports heroes Paul Hornung, Willie KirkStlekles forming a want! trio and selling a million with
’
Or else, if they want 1,, at thin even greater heights,
’Daddy
"The Four
they could add Bobo Olson to the grom, and call themselves
Fresh -Men.’ Ntil

ster

the

and

Hike

return to

all

cpatqah

hot-

kental

Spartan nine. McChesney
provided

one-two

the

punch in the line-up last year with
marks of .346 and

.33),

425

certice
NINTH

SOUTH

respec-

Shop SportanAds’
CONGRATULATIONSManager Bill Young shakes hands with
his prize boxing pupil, Harry Campbell, who Wednesday wa:
named "Prospect of the Yeas" by the northern California box
ing writers. The San Jose State sophomore puts his undefeatea
mark on the line Monday night at Kezar Pavilion in San FrancisciD
against another unbeatenFlory Olquin.

Winter Speaks

Spikers Urged To Prep
For Inter-Class Meet
Track coach Bud Win!. ,
fraternities and independents to
begin preparing for the annual
inter-class track meet slated for
Feb. 24. The meet, which I radii ion alb kirks off the track and field
,ee..iin for the Spartans, gives SJS
students an outstanding opportunity to compete with San Jose
State varsity and frosh spikers
on an even keel.
San Jose again momises to I:,
, one of the outstanding team, a
the nation and Winter and :e
ant coach Vern Wolfe are WW1.
inlz daily with the spikem, in 4411
Or return track supremac
,
San Jose State.
Winier, highly enthusiast
1
the annual meet, held a pi
draft

last

combined

week

and

helm 01
.
are veteran spikeis Tom ilarriDon Ramos. Leroy Shields. Ch...
lie Clark and Dick Kimmel.
Winter. employing new sprin,
methods this year. has made considerable progress with his c)-01,
of eager speedsters. while Wolfe
has sparked tIne discus men ,,,,1
shot-putters with a strong wci
’I am

teams

trackfest

Hair Cuts
9.6

WE GIVE YOU:

p.m

Fred’s
Barber
Shop

FREE BOOK COVERS
FOR EACH

SO WHY NOT?

SPARTAN BOOK STORE
"RIGHT ON CAMPUS-

for the 1
price of

Our complete stock of natural shoulder suits
made to retail at $49.50, $69.50, $89.50 and
up. Included are Shetlands, Wool Worsteds
Flannels and Dacron Blends. Now priced to
clear at the interesting

participate)

2

for

the 1

price

MELS
PALM
BOWL

of

- -

a

Not lust a few, but our entire stock ot s’Iort
and long sleeve sport shirts, crew neck sweaters, cotton pants, dress shirts, and you name
Bit. All at the low ...

Bowling Break

The nest time you go out for coffee,
try a relaxing bowling break, too.
Mels puts the fun into bowling. 40
lanes, restaurant and lounge, Mels is
the place for a bowling date. Mels
welcomes Co.rec and Intramural
groups.

Carlos St.

for

(Bring a friend and
make a steal)

the

price of

issisaasiaseneiselasemeesenneelaseseWeenetiaat
Traditional styled Sport Coats tailored Ia
retail from $17.95 to 69.50 in imported She+
lands, Harris Tweeds, and washable cotten
lcblends. Now priced at ...

MELS PALM
BOWL
1523 W. San

AN OPPORTUNITY
TO WIN A FINE
WATCH

BOOK YOU
SELL USYOU RECEIVE
A FREE BOOK COVER.
PLUS
YOU MAY WIN ONE OF
TWO FINE WATCHES
OFFERED AS BONUSES

(Two may

Take

MORE MONEY

3 - Store Clearance for Fall of
Vaughn’s Regular Stock of Re.:ognixed Men’s Wear at Phenomenal
Reductions to Discount Card Hc;ders . . .

1.25
MON. Thru SAT.

SELL YOUR BOOKS TO US?

2

t,

-e

\

WHY...

FALL CLEARANCE SALE

chose tivi,

varsity-frosh

sparl< cnmpetition in tcnI

*
*
*
FAN 31A11. DEPT. Received last week from one of our unidentified supporters: "Regarding your report of the weekly sportswriter,’
meeting. and your assertion that Meschery (Tom, scored ’18 digits in k
a basketball game.’ What a phenomenal scorer! Imagine 100,000,000
1100.11(10.000 points! In one game,
wind we REALLY meant was 000,000,0(X),00(4000,018 points, avid
riailcr. but we stand eorrected anyway.

Not 111,1,1 to imagine.

Ithlev

week.

missing from last season’s start-

UNSUNG

RECORD
SALE

foul

lty the time outfielders make Una)

Whitney Reed, 1939 NCAA singles champ, has been the talk
of a current tennis tour through the southeastern United States.
Recently named the top amateur In Northern California, Reed has
Pastilld that honor by winning the single’s title in a key Florida
former star Gardner Moltourney over the weekend and dow ’
loy to win the Mier International singles crown in Tampa Jan. 8.
Dan Catchier). a hard-nosed gridder on 1957-59 SJS teams, is due
for a pay boost from his San Francisco 49er employe’s. As a rookie
in 1960, 0-itchier) was a first string defensive end for the Prospectors
throughout the NFL season and was one of the mainstays of the defense that ’OMR the stingiest in professional football. Now. if the
.
local pros only had an offense .

*

the

batting practice

to throw

appearance

EX.SPARTANS IN THE NEV S Oneal
ioar San
lohit State halfback in 1958 and ’59. ss.i- igned to a profe,simial
eiintroct by the Oakland C A FI.1 Raid.r- Tnesdav. The former
1:,iAlemont high prep whiz aheraetid altout five yank a carry
for the ’5C SiS eleven Si iii i pro--t% le running. A fierce eon).
petiloc. Cuterry could makc it hig with the East Has pros.
!
Golfer Ken Venturi, tltilte allItileur champ and a member of the
U.S. Walker Cup team while a student at SJS, is out to retain his
title In the 20th annual Bing Crosby tourney which began yesterday.;
:Don’t bet too many chips on Ken. though, there’s a fellow named Arnold Palmer teeing off too.

*

first

’hoping his moundsmen would be

flick’ogitacks

Santa Clara

the

alone

to,

APARTHMS

Sobezak wurked the hurlers and
backstops

candidates al.

APPROVED

11,Wn.

By NICK PETERS, Sports Editor

or $7.00 per

them.

,arlying his 1960 WCAC baseball
for defense of their

,thimpions

9Icker

Corsages
Bouquets

SP tItT AN DAILY-3

A f lock oi (it her
Infielders join pitchers and
.,itchers today as Coach Ed Sob- expeeled to battle
,./.ak lakes another step toward infot,1 1-,

Saimaa og,)

wins against Meal* matrrten in the ’ along with heavyweight
1C,-11 loss to Cal a tveek ago. T11. Paul Hodgins. (LP.

Friday. January 20. 1961

Infielders Join Moundsmen,
Catchers in Workouts Today

In one respect. They have not pro- I other two were Bernie Slate and
to be at full duced a win over a San Jose State Paul Bodgins, also undefeated
hig wrestling team
strength tonight when the grap- wrestling team in the last decade, this season.
Indians
Mumby, who took over the wres.
LeRoy Stewart, one of Mumby’,,
plers take on Stanford’s
the Palo Alto campus. Cling helm in 1958, will send
stalwarts, will still be on the sal,
on
7:30
at
Dave
Armstrong in the 123-pound lines, but Jerty Quinlan is coti
not considered a
The Tribe,
class and will follow with is new sidered a capable replacement
ctiong at squad, will be a threat addition to
his team in the 1::() alumby in the 147 class.
division. Byron Kobayashi will
Jerry Nelson is the Spartans
make his first varsity appearanre 157-pounder and at.167, Fred Yruin the 130 weight class for SJS.
eta will get the call.
At 137 the Spartans have unite.
Burly Bernie Slate, a rugged
fettled Bob Lopez, who was one customer in the 177 category, will
of thtee State grapplers to post be a strong contender for laurels,
ma, mem or Hugh Mumby expects

LOW, LOW STUDENT RATE
s Months si 0

their
6’n by

’THAT’S MY BOY’

CV 4.2810

(You can split
with a buddy)

2

for the
price of

1

swaseaterielehoRseNellookalOostagoliaestoeseaselle
From our stock of over 500 pair of plain front
slacks. Choose either Continental or Ivy
model in Flannels, Worsteds, Dacron and
Wool, also wash arid wear blends. To retail
Dfrom $12.95 to $2495

1 th,

cpieey

with GATEWAY SINGERS

SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM

SPIVEY’S
DRIVL-IN

RESTAURANTS

WINTERS

JONATHAN

A

Breasted Chicken to take home.
Let SPIVEY furnish Broesfed
Chicken for your party. From
one order to a thousand.

TUES.
San

Jose Box Office
Tickets $2.50, 3.00, 3.75, 4.50

JAN. 24
Saint Claire Hotel Lobby
For information CV 5-0888

et

Oi

VAUGHN’S
STUDENT CLOTHING UNION
121 So. 4th Street

CYpress 2-7611
OPEN THURSDAYS ’TIL 9

Priday, Tanuary

4-CP ARYAN mar

108’1

Judiciary Establishing
’Lower Courts’ Hauck
Dhe establishment of "lower
courts’ of the ASB Judiciary is
"now in process." Ckief Justice
Bill Hauck recently stated in a
report to the ASH.
Groups affected, he said, include
the inter-fraternity council. associated women students, panhellenic. associated independent students
and the dorms. Also included, he
indicated, are the election board
and the student activities board
LAB I.
The IFC court, Hauck stated, is
heinc "completely revamped so
-

LARKS
HOME OF THE
HAPPY NOT DOG
181 E. SANTA CLARA ST.

Or -n at 4 p.m. Daily

Relax Before Finals
HOUSE OF PIZZA
CT 7-99611
Xts Almaden Ave.

Law Repeal Favored
I Continued mom Page 11
academic creativity and productivity."
’REPEAL UNNECESSARY’
On the other hand, Dr. Marston
A. Girard, head of the Health and
Hygiene department, said he believes repeal is unnecessary because "the present regulations are
still applicable."

that house pi esiden1 wlII no longer
have to serve on the court." Instead, he said, it will "be selected
and set up much the way the Judiciary is."
Panhellenic. he stated. "will continue to handle all of the cases
it handled in the past but will not
take on any additional responsibilities." Sorority rush violations, he
stated, have been its chief area
IKolo dances done by campus
of jurisdiction.
"If cases of an individual na- folk dance group--Balkansko Uctture arise," he indicated, "they ,I ruzenstvo, will begin at 7 p.m.
will be handled by the AWS Sunday during the Golden Poppy
court." which, he said, is "already folk dance festival at Civic audiwell organized." All that remains, torium. Dr. John B. Mhz. assisthe said, "is for them to gain stu- ant English professor, will be the
dent government ’sanction as a group’s leader.
"Most Balkan dances are quite
judicial board."
AIS and .the doims are still in lively and start with one couple.
the "planning stage," Hauck re- to the point where as many as
ported, stating that AIS will be four couples join the pattern." says
ready with a "basic system" by the Mrs. Helen E. Doerr, assistant P.E.
end of the semester, but that it is professor who directs the Thurs"doubtful" when the dorms will be day night group.
This group, she reports, has
able to function.
The election board, he said, han- worked up a special Portuguese
dles cases of election irregularities, number called "Haile da Comache."
and the SAB handles procedural for the festival.
"The costumes are very colorviolations of campus organizations
ful and aithentic," she reports.
and groups
Polly Danielson is student leader of "Haile da Comache." Other
Student dancers will be Randy
Torre, Cathy Bromge, Mike Jackson, Judy Castiglione, Kent Wolcott, Patty Thompson, Gale WilTOD Ss
liams, and Marie York..
Festival admission is free and
German club, election, TH48,
all are invited to watch or to
8 p.m.
Liberal Religious students, meet- join in
ing. First Unitarian church, fireside room, 8 p.m.
SUNDAY
Senior class Will sponsor a
Wesley foundation, Canterbury
dance tonight from 8 p.m. to
club, supper, 6 p.m.; meeting, 7
midnight in the Women’s gym
p.m.. Christian center.
to attard trophies to winners of
MONDAY
the "Joe College -Betty Coed"
Pi Omega Pi, executive meeting, contest.
2 p.m., TH106; general meeting,
3:30 p.m., TII124. Installation of
Education Students
officers.

SJS Dance Group
To Perform Sunday

Spartaguide

Dance Tonight

my name is FRED, I’m not a clod
anymore. 1 got a haircut at
Vinces. and everybody likes me.
Fm happy

VINCE’S
BARBER SHOP
1 39 E. San Antonio

Advising Continues

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Rates:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertion
2 lin minimum
To Place an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room 16 Tower Hall
No Phone Orders

i5933 evenings or Sunday.
hg. 2-rm fort, apt, utl. pd. 3-$80, 4.590.
Lro. 3 rm. furn, apt. (imply.. utl. pd.
664 S. 8th St.
Need one male to share apt, with two
’hers. $28.33 a month. CY 74095.
Need one man to share 2 bedroom apt.
.;tb heated pool. Prefer upper division
dent. CL 9.6371.

Lest & Fouod
’see’s boarding house
Reduced $50
Susan Norris, CY 7.
,..’ack rimmed glasses in
Lost: Pair
brown ciip-case, Reward. Call CY 2-2360. xr
share two bedfoom
Heed one rnan
Nolp Waisted
apt. 408 S. 5th, apt. No. 7, CY 7-6914.
Men 81 woman to represent Cortier’s
Hollywood. E.,od:o on campus. es N. 1,, s...rn girl over 21 wonted to share apt,
with 3 others. Pool. CY 5-5018. 5 p.m.
5.. CY 2.8960.
on.
Transportation
Women: Approved apts. Belle Manor
Flying 2,c to St. Louis, Me., btn. seer. opening for 6 w;!1 accept in groups of
4. 3 or 2, or single applicants, CY 2than
a
car)
take
two.
faster
’sate, and
3095.
CY 3-1713
Far Sala
Looking for e car pool Cr ride front
Berkeley. Classes from 10.30-5 MW 9:30apartment and kitchen con
3 30 TTH C, Call LA 4.8410 after 5 p.m. Contract:
nected with women’; boarding house.
CY 4-3578.
Rentals
2 bedroom apt. or duplex with reason. Skis HEAD std. 7 little used excel, cond.
ole rates for couple with children. will sell with or w/o present safety
bindings skies, $60. AN 4-4973.
one CY 4.3187, Graduate student.
One bedroom furnished sot. 60 S. 9t6. Contract-call Peggy, Bella Donna. CY
Ample parking, Mr. Euing, CY 24282. 7.9733 good food & accommodations.
Studio apt. for rent for working woman. 5 recency in 2 adjoining approved apts.
Cell CY 2-6662.
Util. paid. $55 mo. 37 S. 5th St.
TYPiNG DONE IN MY HOME
Studio apt. $75 five blocks from school
AN 6-7111
232 N. 13th St. Call CY 7.5608.
Two studio apts. 3 blocks to college Gerd; Foam surfboard, 9’ 6-, $65, CY 2ni,ely furnished - Women only. 36 S. 3086.
CYpress 4-9254.
Contract board and room, $315. 63 S.
Girl to share two bedroom apt, with 5th. flobanne, CY 5.9911.
three girls. CY 2-1645.
For Sale, 1959 Allstate motorcycle sacri
ONE MONTH FREE RENTI Couples. lice, CY 24138.
faculty, or staff; 1 and 2 bedroom. (urn.
new 6 9" Kastle Comb, marker toe
and unfurn. from $80. per/mo.: wall to Like
wall carpets, draw drapes, mammoth make offer, CY 7.9136.
closets huge heated pool. 5 minutes ’69 %Napa, 125 excellent cond. $250.
from campus. Quiet. The Stevens, 1445 1324 Cordelia Ave., S. J., AL 2.7773.
Kerley Drive CY 7.6691.
59 Allstate Vespa - $100 new parts.
WOMEN. NEW APPROVED furn apts. $300. Call CY 4.5186.
Ion spring sem. Deluxe features elec.
kitchens extra Ige rms. & closets. Mee One sem. contract, Co.Ed Manor. Call
7-7810.
Jackie Edelstein, 260 S. 11th, CY 59675
Now renting for next semester cornpletely furnished incl. auto. washer. 444 1961 Nash Rambler, H.R. ioydr. spot
5. 5th S.
light, no lemon! 470 S. 6th SJ $225
Spring contract. Cen’u-y Hall kitchen Gray’s Anatomy, 25th edition like new
- O-ol.
b’ts to campus. Call AX 6-4115, $6.00.
CV 3.9871 .soar -e.
Women: 2 contracts at Belle Manor ap
$515 and up, furnished apartment, 2 proved apts. Reduced $50. CY 2-3005.
blocks front college. 517 S. 6th St. Ideal Eve or CY 443550,
for double occupancy. Call at apartment
Perianth
2 after 5 p.m.

pr .41elas

Pre-advisement for all kindergarten, primary and general elementary students is being conducted through Jan. 26.
Dr. Lowell G. Keith, head, elementary education department,
urges these people to see their assigned counselors as soon as possible to prepare for next semester
registration and student teaching
programs.

"There is no good reason why
there should be any difference between the university’s system and
the state colleges’." contends Dr.
John D. Dutton. associate professor of philosophy.
Dr. William .1. Brandt. assistant
professor of English, and Hyman
H. Datz, instructor in English,
mentioned that although they preferred a change in the present sabbatical regulations It need not be
total equality with UC.
FAVORS CHANGE
Dr. Herman Shapiro, assistant
professor of philosophy, declared
that he favored the change to UC’s
regulations "provided equally talented instructors are able to replace those going on leave at elate
colleges."
Professor of math. Dr. W. Howard Myers, described the present
sabbatical law as "a mistake" and
"a human failure." He stated that
those who lobbied for the passage of the law, notably the Association of California State College Instructors and the California
State Employees assn., "acted in
good faith but simply did not realize what the words on the bill
meant."
"Sabbatical regulations at all
state colleges should he liberalized" and put on an equal with
Cal, concluded Dr. William W.
Lorell, head of the Skil Engineering department.

Highways to Sierra Dr. Kibby Publishes job 11-77:--el view!
Ski Areas Clear-, Civil War Reference
Skiing Fair to Good
SAN FANCISCO (UPI) - The
California State Automobile assn.
and the Ski Tow Operators assn.
issued the following road and ski
report for the Sierra Nevada at 9
a.m. yesterday.
No chains required on any highmay.
Highway 40: 19 inches of snow
at 5800 feet. 27 inches at 6900 feet,
and 35 inches at 9000 feet. Skiing
fair to good. Clear.
Highway 50: 28 inches of snow
at 7400 feet, and 34 inches at
8500 feet. Skiing fair to good*
Clear.
Highway 89: 40 inches of snow
at 8900 feet. Skiing fair to good.
Clear.
Highway 88: 22 inches of snow
at 7000 feet. Skiing fair to good.
Clear.
Highway 108: 14 inches of snow
at 6600 feet, and 25 inches at
7600 feet. Skiing fair to good.
Clear.
Mt. Shasta Highway 99 and Everitt Highway: 66 inches of snow
at 7850 feet. Skiing good. Clear.
Yosemite Highways 140 and 41:
25 inches of snow at Badger pass.
Skiing fair to good. Clear.
Lassen Highways 36 and 89: 66
Inches of snow at 6500 feet. Skiing
good. Clear.

’Sounds of Protest’ Presented Sunday
As Rebuttal to ’Operation Abolition’
"Sounds of Protest," an on-thespot recording of the demonstrations against the house committee
on un-American activities last May
In San Francisco, will be sponsored
by four campus religious groups
Sunday.
The recording is intended as a
rebuttal to the film "Operation
Abolition," which claims students
who demonstrated against ilCUA
were influenced by Communists.
It will be offered at 6:55 p.m. at
the Christian center, 300 S. 10th st.
Wesley foundation. Canterbury
assn., United Campus Christian
fellowship and the Lutheran Student assn., will sponsor the record ing.
A former FBI agent, the Rev.
Ward McCabe, vicar of SI. Mark’s
Episcopal church, will discuss the
committee, the recording and the
-

film, according to the Rev. Henry
Gerner, Methodist campus minister.
The recording and speech, open
to all students and faculty, will
be followed by an open discussion.
"Sounds of Protest" is distributed by SLATE, a campus political
party at the University of California.
Supper is available At 6 p.m. for
50 cents, said the Reverend Gerner.

’ Honest Skeptic’
n
1-11scussed Sunday

I.r" staid Kititegital,l, .1 giaduate
of the University of California and
the Starr King school for the Min!
is try.
t
will lead the third in a series of discussions on "Religion
and the Honest Skeptic" Sunday.
The talk, sponsored by the LibCommunify-Sponsered
eral Religious students, is scheduled for 8 p.m. at the First Uni!whin church, 160 N. Third St.
All students, regardless of religious affiliation, are invited to the
talk. said Gerald Hansen, acting
ireasurer of the group.
Mr. Kirkegaard received A.B.
Those who "adjust quickly, have to ur. was able to survey greater degrees in psychology, philosophy
and engineering from U.(’.
a spirit of adventure and a genuinelS vvitzerland. with such a misty.
desire to make a personal contri111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111-111111111111111111111111111iiiiip.:
bution to national understanding"
are invited to compete for a corn- E
munity-sponsored trip to the country of their choice this summer.
=
Three "student ambassadors"
==
. 7.11111.
to
were selected from Santa Clara
county last year to visit Japan.
India and the Netheigands, says
Dr. Raymond W. Stanley, associate
professor of geography, who was a
board member.
This year, "Experiment in Inter5.
national Living," a national organization. and "Pacific Neighbors," a
similar group, will combine funda typewriter or adding machine
raising efforts on the community
before finals
ambassador program, Dr. Stanles
reports.

Students Offered Travel
In International Program,

TUESDAY
A book review reference listing
Lybrand. Robe BrOlii
4
tthbeouCtiv.r
i wvaorluhmasesbedeena 1pmugb swhiedt h ’ornery
will interview a,-,
majors
for
staff accounia,
by Dr. Leo Kibby. chairman, solions with Certified
dui science area.
A,
counting firm.
A Civil War scholar and membet’ of California’s Civil War centennial committee. Dr. Kibby in
A & M Auto pi:wee:044e
the foreword writes that the book’s
GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
select
purpose is to help students
SPESCtuldael..Tt
dealing
d rseipmecaitai
quality reading material
ReSpecial Student Rates
with the war. The title: "Book
456 E. Sun Salvador
view References for a Decade of
CY 5420
Civil War Books, 1950-1960."
The list may be especially helpEL RANCHO DRIVEN
tut, Dr. Kibby believes, in view of
Alma ?, the deluge of books about the War
Between the States published in
NORTH TO ALASKA
the past 10 years.
Dr. Kibby’s volume is on sale in
john
BEYOND
WY THE TIME BARRIER
the social science section of the
__ .
Spartan book store. It also is fea--tured in a main floor display.

Shop Spartan Ads!
-

AUZZBIZIUUSaUte2US

Old World Charm in Dining
America’s Most Beautiful Ho! brats

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night
SUNDAY
through
THURSDAY

.txXX,..set

NIKKI
AND HER
GYPSY VIOLIN

.

liNtaaa

Die Rhinelander
Band
Fri. & Sat. Nites
CY 7-2002

MONTH ABROAD
Ambassador applicants may indicate three choices in countries
they wish to visit, hut are not
guaranteed to get even the third.
unless conditions and costs are favorable, according to Dr. Stanley.

Two girls desire two others to rent an 100 WEDDING INVITATIONS, $12.50,
"’On location,’ a group of about
aph, in spring. Call CY 7.5436 after plus I in gold free. A reel offer. AL 2.
10. meets once a week to compare
9191.
2 p.m.
notes with others living with a
I men share apt. with two others 33/mo.
foster family there, chosen beforeServices
101. pd. 1 blk from campus. CY 24086.
hand by the ’Experiment’ organiMods, term papers typed, ANdrew 4.
zation. After ’living as clone to
Girls rooms with kitchen priv, $29 per 0255.
month. 505 S. St.
native fashion as possible’ for
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, DAY OR NIGHT,
Young feather wishes to share her sport. REASONABLE. Ct. 84335 or CI, 11124. about a month, they must say
goodbye," Dr. Stanley said.
merit, pool can port, CY 2-5067.
Dress making; sewing alterations. Lucille,
At this time, one member of
Girl to share comf aPt, w/1 other Johnson, 620 S 3rd. CY 4-5234,
each family joins the ambassador
537.50+. 64 N. 9th No. 5 after 5 on
group for a country-wide tour, or
Iiesday. P.M.
Missellaosoirs
perhaps a visit to neighboring
Math-Science-engineering majors to share Childless college couple with car. Will
home with same. 5 blocks SJS. Spring exchange housing for transportation lands. Martha Allshouse, for example. a participant on a former I
and summer available. 415 S. 12th CY and/or domestic help. Cell AL 2.0434.

All Models

All Makes

=
E

Special Student Rates

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.

124 E. San Fernando
Next to Cal. Book Store
E
E
Free Delivery
Free Perking
CY 34283
=
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111MMIMM11111111111111111111111111MM1111111m
.
;

Uncle John’s

PANCAKE HOUSE
World Famous PANCAKES
1301 El Camino-Millbrae

JU 9-2080

1680 El Camino Real -Santa Clara

CH 3-8256

1415 S. First -San Jose

CY 4-7716

Open 24 hours Daily
Part yroom Available
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(Author of "1 Was a Teen-age Dwarf’
Loves of Dane Gillis", etc.)

HOW SMALL CAN YOU GET?
Today let us address ourselves to a question that has long rocked
and roiled the academic world: Is a student better off at 3
small college than at a large college?
To answer this question it is necessary first to define terms
What, exactly, do we mean by a small college? Well sir. soms say
that its order to be called truly small, a college should Idoeis
enrollment of not more than four students.
I certainly have no quarrel with this statement: a foul:student college must unquestionably be called small. halms’,
one could even call it iniitac if one knew Mint intim, ti vast.
But I submit there is such a thing as being too small. Take, at
instance, a recent unfortunate occurrence at Crimscott A :aid M.
Crimseott A and M, situated in a pleasant valley liestled
between Denver and Baltimore, was founded by A :.0.1 NI.
Crimscott, two brothers who left Ireland in nisi
potato famine of 1841. As a n.sult of their foresCott Imdliers never went without potatoen for saw
their lives -and mighty grateful they were! Ole night, hill of
gratitude after a hearty meal of French fries, cottage frie,, hash
browns, and no gratin, they decided to show their a poreriati.n
to this bountiful land of potatoes by endowing is college. They
stipulated that enrollment should never exceed four gadentg
because they felt that only by keeping the college this small
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THERE IS STILL TIME

REQUIREMENTS
Interested students should fill
out applications with Dr. Stanley.
CH229. "They must be Santa Clara
county residents, at least 18 and
seriously interested." he said.
The prow tim’s main purpose is
to faster inter-cultural relations
Those who go generally "prepare
ahead, learn a little about ow
country they will visit and its customs," Dr. Stanley went on.
"Tourists don’t get to know a
nation’s people very well," he
maintained.
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51 So. Market
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could each student be assured of the personalized attenti.in, the
the feeling of belonging, that is all too oi ten hi eking
in higher ediitition.
Well sir, things went along swimmingly Anti’ one Saturday a
few years ago. On this day Vriniscott had a football itaine
scheduled against Minnesota, its traditional rival. Foot liall was,
of course, something of is probleni at (’riniseott, what ulth
four students enrolled in the entire college. It was eii,y
to muster a backfield, but finding a good line -or even a bad
line - balled the most resourceful coaching minds in the cr mato’.
Well sir, on the morning of the big game against :Meow-ob.
its traditional rival, a capricious destiny dealt Crimscott t ’turf
blow-in fact, four cruel blown. Sigatfoos, Ow quarterback,
woke up that morning with the breakbone fever. Wrichards, the
slotback, was unable to start his motorcycle. Beerle.litn-Tree,
the wingback-tailback, got his necktie caught in his emressa
mnehinv. Langerhans, the fullback, was stolen by KipiijeS.
Consequently, alas, none of the Crimscott
SllOVled lip at
the game, and Minnesota, its traditional rival, was able to score
alniost at will. Crimscritt was snout of sorts that they ininiedi.
ately broke off football relations with Minnesota, its traditional
rival. This later beeame known as the Dred Scott Derision.
So you can see hriw only four students might he ton small an
enrollment. The number I personally favor is twenty. fine
come? Because when ynu have twenty students and one if
them opens is pack of Marlboro Cigarettes, there are enough to
Itentitld for everylssly, and no one has to lw deprived of
Marlboro’s fine, mild flavor, of Marlboro’s easy -drawing filter,
of Marlboro’s joy and zest and steadfast companionship, and
as a result you have a student body that is filled with sweet
eontent and amity and luintiony and concord and togethenwei
and soft pack and flip-top box.
That’s how come. ,
1,0,1 so, initiate
e
Eon mill also find twenty rigarettes-twentg ins ompazahl!
unfiltered king-size cigarettes-in each pack at Martbanis
nets’ partner in pleasure -the Philip Morris ConItnatnter.
Welcome aboard!
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